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ABSTRACT 
We generalize an investigation ofdistances among random vectors begun by Olkin 
and Pukelsheim and continued by Olkin and Raehev. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The work we sketch out below, which we hope is a starting point for a 
more complete investigation, was inspired by the note of Olkin and Rachev 
[5] (continuing earlier work [4]) which we had the pleasure of seeing soon 
after it was written. 
Minimization of the expectation of a cost function of two k-dimensional 
variables, x and y, subject o given marginal distributions of x and y, has 
been discussed by many authors. In [7] we approached some problems of this 
type by characterizing the possible solutions in terms of a relation between 
the sets A and B on which x and y respectively are distributed, and without 
reference to the marginal distributions themselves. In this paper we aim to 
extend this approach to the situation where three or more margins are 
involved. 
Before describing this, however, we discuss a linear form of the three 
margin problem treated by Olkin and Rachev [5]. They consider a 3k- 
dimensional multivariate normal distribution, three of whose k-dimensional 
margins are given, and pose, among other problems, one which can be 
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formulated as: 
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PROBLEM A. If x, y, z are three random variables with joint distribution 
where £1; £~, and E:~ are fixed2positive detlnite matrices, find E such that 
E( Ix  - ! f -  " o • + [y  - z[" + [z - x]') is minimized. 
Olkin and Raehev discuss solutions of the fbrm 
y = T ix, z = T 2y, x = T:~z, 
where T 1, T2, T 3 are symmetric matrices uch that 
TaT2T I = I (1) 
and 
"£2 = T1EIT~, 
= (2)  
However, the assumption of symmetry for T> T2, and T a is too strong 
to allow a solution of the problem for every El, Es, and ~3" We investi- 
gate solutions of the form (2) without he assumption of symmetry for T1, T 2, 
and T~. 
First, let us recall that Olkin and Pukelsheim [4] considered the following 
problem: Minimize over all possible joint distributions of x and y the 
quantity E(]x - yl2), where x ~ N(0, El), y "~ N(0, ~.2). It is equivalent to 
maximize E(Ix + yl2). Effectively, they found the solution y = Tx, where 
~1~2 ] " - '2  " (3) 
In (3) the square roots are taken s~nmetrie positive definite, and the matrix 
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T is the unique symmetric positive definite solution to 
X 2 = TSqT ' .  (4) 
(See also [1], [2].) 
Note that in Problem A, minimizing E(Ix - yl "2 + ly - zl 2 + Iz - xl 2) is 
equivalent to maximizing 
E(Ix + tl 2 + ly + tr 2 + Iz + t12), 
or to maximizing 
 (Ix + y + zl 2) -- 
wheret  =x+y +z .  
We exhibit below a solution to Problem A for those choices of E~, E2, 
and E3 for which it is possible to find a symmetric positive definite matrix E0 
satisfying (5). The solution includes those given in [5], and we show by 
example that it solves cases they do not consider. We believe, but have not 
proved, that the solution given here is a completely general solution to 
Problem A. In our proposed solution the joint distribution solving Problem A 
is one for which EIx  + tl 2, E ly  + tl e, and EIz  + tl 2 are simultaneously 
maximized as in (3). We shall make use of a matrix ~0, a symmetric positive 
definite matrix implicitly defined by 
3 
E ~S'1/2~' ~1/2"~1/2 = ~0 (5) 
\~0  "~i~O / 
i=1 
which we believe can always be solved as described below for Y0. 
Writing K~ = ~/2  for i = 0, 1,2,3 and R~ = K~(K~K2oK~)-I/ZK~, and 
hence R~ -I = Ko(KoK~Ko) - l /2Ko  for i = 1, 2, 3, we note that (5) becomes 
2 1/2 ~.,(KoK, Ko) =K~, (6) 
which may be written 
EKoK,(K,K~K,)-~/~K, Ko=K~, 
from which 
~_,R i = I. 
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Now, using Young's inequality in its matrix form, 
t ' t  = t 'x  + t 'y  + t ' z  
1 , 1 1 x 1 1 ,~- ,  ! t ,R j  + ~ ,R :~z  gt I:(~t + gx 'R~ + :2t'Ra t + ~_Y n2 Y + 2 :2 ~ 
1 t r~- I  1 t l [~  1~ = ½t ' (R ,  +R e +R3) t  + ~x n~ x+ 7y R e y + ~. 'R .  3 ~. 
we obtain the inequality 
, -1 , t l~ lz  t ' t  <~ x 'R f lx  + y R~ y + z 
for all x, y, z. It follows that for any joint distribution allowed for Problem A, 
E( t ' t )  <~ trace[R~-'li;~ + R.~IZ~ + R:~lZa] 
trace[ y' K0( 2 -l/2 
= trace[ ~_.KiKo(KoKi2Ko)  - t /2  KoKi] 
=trace[~_~(KiK ,~Ki )  '/2] 
2 I /2  
=trace[~_~(KoK iKo)  ] =t race[E0] .  
Tile last step follows from (6). We have shown that if E0 is defined by (5), 
then Problem A is solved for the joint distribution which gives the eovariance 
matrix ~0 for t = x + y + z. We can specify such a distribution by putting in 
(1) T 1 = R2R~ 1, T 2 = R3R2 1, r 3 = RIR21,  where r~, T,2, and T:~ are not 
necessarily symmetric. 
To show that one can always find K 0 to satisl) (6), and hence 5~ 0 to 
satisfy (5), consider the iterative procedure that sets K}~ °) = K 1 + K 2 + K 3 
and then 
ibr r = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  We have tested this algorithm extensively, we have always 
found that it converges to give K 0, but we have no general proof of 
convergence. 
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When K1, K2, and K 3 are simultaneously diagonalizable, K0 (°) is immedi- 
ately a solution to (5) and is the same as the solution given to that case in [5]. 
K0 (°) is also a solution when we assume only that K 1 + K 2 + K 3 = cI. 
Here is an example of a more general kind. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that (all numbers are given exactly, not approxi- 
mately) 
' - 31 .25  21 .25  ' 
[ 46.25 - 40.75 ] ~3 [ - 40 .75  36 .251"  
Then the suggested algorithm converges rapidly to give the optimum choice 
s0 -- [ ~0s -1601 
- 160  128/ '  
which corresponds to 
55 4]  2 [10 00] [1.000 1.0001 
-3 .5  3 ' 0.2 1.6 ' T3 = 1.125 1.375 " 
The largest value of E[Ix + y + zl 2] possible for this case is trace [E0] = 336. 
There is no difficulty in extending these results to more than three 
margins. Although no general solution to Problem A was hitherto available, 
the analogous problem with two margins is very well known, as referenced 
above, and has been substantially generalized using the idea of a cyclic 
monotone relation. We first summarize this work and then recast it in a form 
suitable to allow solution of a generalization of Problem A. 
2. CYCLIC MONOTONIC ITY  
Following Rockafellar [6], we define a maximal cyclic monotone relation 
(MCMR) as follows: A relation ~)xY on R k × R k, i.e., a set of ordered pairs 
{(x, y), x ~ R k, y ~ Rk}, is cyclic monotone if and only if, for every N > 1 
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and for every sequence of pairs (xi, Yi) ~ Oxy, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  N - 1, 
N- I  
E x,)'y, (7) 
i - 0 
where x o = X N. 
A cyclic monotone relation is a maximal cyclic monotone relation if there 
is no other cyclic monotone relation that includes it. 
As shown by Rockafellar, an MCMR defines and is defined by a closed 
proper convex function A(x): R k --* R with A(0) = 0 such that for every 
x 0 ~ R k and (X l ,  Yl) ~ ®xY, one has h(x 0) - h (x  1) >1 (x ( i  - x~)'y I. 
If A*(y) is the conjugate function of A(x), then A(x) + A*(y) >~ x'y 
with equality only for (x, y) ~ ®xr" 
An MCMR is also uniquely defined by the mapping ~b : R k ~ {subsets of 
Rk}, which is the subgradient of A(x). If an MCMR is differentiable, ~b is a 
diffeomorphism ~b : R k ~ R k such that the Hessian matrix dqb/dx is sym- 
metric positive definite, that is, 4, is a gradient mapping, ~b(x) = dA/dx. If 
an MCMR is linear, it is described by y = Ux, where U is symmetric positive 
definite. 
Then the following theorem may be proved (see [2]): 
THEOREM 1. I f  F and G are given distribution functions (dfs) with their 
support on compact convex sets' A c R k and B c R k respectively, and if 
H(x, y), L(x, y) are dfs with their support on A X B with margins F and G, 
and H is concentrated on an MCMR Oxr, then 
E ,  Ix - yl 2 ~ ELIx - yl 2. 
Note that if A is the closed proper convex fimction with subgradient ~b 
associated with @xY, then the conditional distribution of y given x from H 
has support ~b(x). 
We now wish to shift the emphasis on the MCMR in Theorem 1 above to 
two other MCMRs in order to show how we will generalize Problem A and 
its solution obtained above. The idea is to think of the joint distributions of 
(x + y, x) and (x + y, y) instead of(x ,  y). 
It is easy to show that if ®xY is an MCMR, then Orx ={(x  + 
y ,x ) : (x ,  y) ~ Oxr} and Ory = {(x + y, y ) : (x ,  y) ~ Oxy} are also 
MCMR. It follows from results of Moreau [3] reported by Roekafeller [6, 
p. 340] that the convex functions co(t),/30) associated with O7. x, Or~- are 
1 diffeomorphisms and that co(t) +/3(t )  = 5 t't. This result appears, stated 
rather differently, in [6] as Theorem 31.5. 
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We now obtain some well-known results within the framework introduced 
above. Let a*(x )  = supt[x ' t  - a(t)],  [3 ' (y)  = supt [y ' t  - /3(t)]. Then 
a*(x )  >>- x ' t  - a ( t )  and /3*(y) >/y ' t  - [3(t), with equality if and only if 
t = t* and (respectively) da( t* ) /d t  = x or d[3( t* ) /d t  = y. In other words, 
equality obtains if and only if!t*, x) ,~ FTX or (t*, y) ~ FTy respectively. 
So a*(x )  + [3*(y)  >1 x t + y t - ~( t )  - [3(t) = Ix + y12/2, with 
equality when and only when (x, y) ~ Fxr. We have modified the usual 
approach to this inequality to involve only FTX and Fry which are mappings, 
rather than MCMR of the most general form. This allows one to avoid the 
use of subgradient mappings, and to keep to simple derivatives. 
3. GENERALIZED MONOTONE RELATIONS 
Our aim (only partly realized below) is to characterize solutions to the 
following problem: 
PROBLEM B. Let x, y, and z be random k-vectors with given distribu- 
tions. Which of the joint distributions on R 3k with these given distributions 
as margins will minimize 
n( Ix  - yl  + fy - z l  + Iz - 
Equivalently, since E(Ixl2), E(fyl'Z), and E(Izl 2) are given, we can seek 
to maximize E(x  ' y + y ' z  + z 'x )  or E(]x + y + zlZ), or we may maximize 
E[Ix + tl e + ly + tl z + Iz + t12]. 
We are led to define a maximal generalized monotone relation (MGMR) 
as follows: A relation Fx~, z on R 3k is generalized monotone if, for every 
N > 1, and for every sequence (xi,  Yi, zi) ~ Fxrz,  i = 1, 2 . . . . .  N, where 




This is a very strong condition which requires that no reallocations between 
triples (x i, Yi, zi) will make ~'= llx~ + Yi + z~l 2 any larger. We have to bring 
in permutations rather than the cycles of (7). 
A generalized monotone relation which is not contained in any other one 
is a maximal generalized monotone relation (MGMR). This concept is an 
obvious extension of the MCMR to a ternary relation. 
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We shall 
trated on an 
Let Fxy z 
{(x,x+y + 
there exists a 
defined on 
show that a joint distribution of x, y, and z which is concen- 
MGMR will provide a solution to Problem B. 
be an MGMR. We can define an MCMR Fxr that will include 
z); (x, y, z) ~ Fxrz}, because the latter is a CMR. Therefore 
diff~rentiable closed proper convex function c~(t) with c~(0) = 0 
R k, such that if t =x+y +z  and (x, y, z) ~ Fxr z, then 
da( t ) /&  = x. 
Similarly, we can define MCMRs Fry and Fzr giving rise to differen- 
tiable convex functions /30), y( t )  with /3(0) = y(0) = 0 such that d/3( t ) /d t  
= y and dy( t ) /d t  = z. 
Therefore a( t )  + /30) + y(t )  = t ' t /2 .  Let cr*(x) = sup[x't  - a(t)]  
= x't* - a ( t* ) ,  where da( t* ) /d t  = x, and similarly fo r /3* (y )  and y*(z) .  
Then a*(x )  + /3*(y) + y*(z )>(x  + y + zYt  - t ' t /2  = lx + y + zLe/2 
with equality if (x, y, z)  ~ Fxr z. This last inequality shows that a joint 
distribution concentrated on an MGMR will provide a solution to Problem B. 
We have shown that from an MGMR we can define MCMRs Fxr, Frr ,  
Fz, r leading to differentiable closed proper convex fimctions a, /3, and y 
with a( t )+ /3 ( t )+ y( t )= t ' t /2 ,  and that this leads to a solution for 
Problem B. We also believe that starting with three such fimctions one can 
work back to arrive at an MGMR, but we have not demonstrated this. There 
is more work to be done before one can be sure of having understood the 
structure of the most general form of the optimal solution to Problem B. 
EXAMPLE 2. Returning to our solution to Problem A, take a ( t )= 
t 'R j t /2 ,  /3(t) = t 'R2t /2 ,  y(t )  = t 'Rat /2 ,  so that x = Bit ,  y = R2t, and 
~ = Rat. Recall that R 1 + R e + R 3 = I. 
EXAMPLE 3. A simple example with k = 1 can be constructed by defin- 
ing the function x = ~b(t) as the inverse of x + x 3 + x 5 = t. Then 
= f, iO(u) (1,,, 
/3(t) = fj6 (u) du, 
y(t) = £'65(u) du. 
These functions are easily verified to be differentiable closed proper convex 
fimctions satisfying a ( t )+ /3 ( t )+ y ( t )= t ' l /2 .  It follows that Problem 
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B is solved by the distribution of (X, X a, X '5) (for appropriate marginal 
distributions). 
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